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A light bulb is oscillating like a per::up and down over a high wall of com: -.
wood with amplifiers of different dimer.

Two cars speeding at the entrance

:

underground parking space, back anc
and finally crashing into each other s=
times, violently, with an impetuous a:"

the audience, in a contemplative

s:

Is this an act? Part of the performan::

rs
§{i'

something went wrong during the exec And then noises - disturbing, pure s: -

A ritual, a set of gestures of inexp

b
ä
'r.

:

suffocating force. Red neon lights, m ."
the visualization of hallucinogenic fe:
This is Revenge, the performative a'.
by Nico Vascellari at the MAXXI Mus:Rome, supported by Fendi, a fashion deeply connected to the city, renov/r:
its strong bond with art. The first : =
this complex project took place in the '
before seen space of the iconic muse an immersive journey during one nigl-:
when few guests were allowed to =:
ln the first version of this artwork i"

§.

i;:,

the wall composed of amplifiers eNico Vascellari's own distorted voic:
10 years later, for this new act, it's :elaboration of the sound produced
choral performative special mome':
resounds from the amplifiers, constitui -

't1

L

t:;ht'

exhibition in the following months at l','r
It's a project carefuliy planned and lwith all Vascellari's uncontrollable g:
We speak to him in Rome hours befc-:
magic night when ßevenge took shap=
when we all felt part of a greater whole
Manuela Martorelli: Let's start form tn=
stages of your work. After the resideFabrica - the communieation research :
in '1994 by Oliviero ToscaLuciano Benetton - you moved to Bot:=
in 2OO2, where you had your first exl' :
I would love if you could tell me abccrucial time.

founded

Nico Vascellari: I went to Rotterdam t .
work. My first performance happened a.

'

the day after my arrival in Rotterdam .
I only saw a picture of the space | ,.'..-.
to live in. I was told that I could onl_l =
studio on the first floor by a lift that was .
through a large space on the ground '
.

point is that I had no idea where the ;-was - | could only see the light of the
through this huge space with my lugga:=
so much! The day after moving, I was :
with my girlfriend and suddenly a pers: '
lashing out in Dutch about someon:
night before, had apparently ruined a
of an artist living on the ground

floor. .

.

taken aback

- I could not

moving, and

I drdn't see anybod; .-,

unders.:
could that have possibly happenedr
I learned only later that apparent y

t-= .

big black canvases on the floor. arc
who accidentally walked over il

called the artist and suggested a trar- :
I had no money or insurance to pa,\ the damages, he could come by Tnr. :I finished my work in a month anc r::
return. He laughed a lot at this sugj=:one month. he came by as pronis:c. *
was surprising. He loved my work a- -:
:

:
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do an exhibition about me in his place - the
he was supposed to do with that work that
r.as ruined. So, my first exhibition happened
:--ely by chance. After that, other invitations to
:: :xhibitions came in one after the other. At the
:*:. it felt lhad so many works, but lactually

:re

:-

U

. had four.

\l:

You showed your work at TENT,

which is

a ' ery special gallery in Rotterdam.

'
I

:ctually, after lwas in Rotterdam forsix months,
I -::h artist put me in contact with the Director,
,rrt" he thought would love my work. I called him
n- and invited him to my studio. He liked my
ru: When he came back with the curator, they
me to participate in a collective exhibition.
- " :hen, I was very green and unaware of the

f

-

r ::f
i.
I -:': cs of the field - perhaps also a bit too
ii-: : cus. I refused and said that I would send
: .' :n ldea for a solo exhibition instead, as I was
ri" ^:erested in working on collective exhibitions.
:' 'emember their astonished look. How could
i r -rg adist refuse such an invitation? Actually, it
i- -:r out that they liked my idea, and at the end

I

they inviied me to do a solo show. lt was actually
my first big show.

MM: Nico & the Vascellaris is one of your
first performances. lt explores the idea of
attempting to work on a personal level, but
also the idea of performance as medium to
question oneself. Please tell me more about
your concept of "performance," and if this
has evolved over the years.
NV: Performance, for me, is a moment of absolute

- a moment when all I try to
create is a space where I impose unspoken (but
still evident) rules that not only the audience, but,
I will also discover, only through the movement
and the performance itself. lt is about gestures
and communication that can be described with
concentration

the term "telepathy." There is another

of

level

communication outside of the canonical
channels. The performance is the only moment

where I feel I can achieve that high concentration
status. I usually define three moments: the initial,
the central and the final. The rest is mostly open
to any kind of situation that can arise.

lllsClll,,lÄ1

MM: With Nico &The Vascellaris, you received
Performance Prize by

the lnternational

Marina Abramovic. Aside from generational
and intellectual differences, do you somehow
feel close to her work? Did you ever feel
somehow inspired by her poetics?
NV: When I started to get interested in art n a
more conscious and informed way. I was v s ting
museums. Forme. itwasabit iketheartacademy.

Marina was one of the most recurnng names in
my notes, along with the Vienna Secesslon sts.
Paul McOarthy or Mike Kelley. I fet close to all

a friendship with
Marina blossomed mmediately after we f rst met.
I moved to NYC, and we drscovered that we ltved

these artists. Undoubtedly.

next to each other. I was more acquainted with
her than her studio. She invited me to exh bit ons.
I feel it's a dialog with lots of common elements.
but also elements of differences. One of the latter.
for instance, is that in terms of performance, for
me it is not fundamental to defrne a length or a
time frame. I believe the performance needs to

last for an undefined amount trme. That said,
I need to underline that when Marina invited

+
l:ifr

"I believe art needs to be ambiguous. It needs to
end with a question mark and never end with an
exclamation point."
185
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One of the latter,for instattce,is that in terms
f performanc€r for me it is not fundamental
defin e alength or a time frame, f believe the
rformance needs to last for an undefined

ount time."
think this is very important: the
-ce

-:::

of contemporary art.
uiely. lf you talk about Underground

:s :eing "outside of the world," one of its
elements. Going back to your question,
ct of perceptions is still very vivid and
!.-:^tal to my work. At the last step of the
rr,r ::'formance, on the -2 level, only the
: .',rc have a reservation can access it. But

-:
::-'
:

::

:1ey reserve? An event only announced
-;- -nderground channels. Very few people
: :': of what really happens there. lt is a
* ', -ere the security is done by a local music
:- :-ar
raD uvgt
rgar ilrrvrur for
rvr the
Lr rE
- :r rhas
beenI E^UEt
extremely
[Ely tr
meaningful
* --sic scene. They embody the guardians
a :'d and its pureness - a pureness also
- -.'t'oush the lighting of the space, the

.-a intervention lcreated: neon lights
:+,*:.,e like fungus and parasites, sucking

I

:,r ay from the parking space's own. At the
::eir form is more organic, taking shape
-: geological layers and the earthquake
:^ts. And at -2, they are pure, linear. The
'-: s the same for both. lt's not created by
: a orgmentation, but by the combustion of
,': jas. once again involving an element of
: :cming from the ground, and especially an
:-::hat I define as "pure."

You mentioned Aleiandro Jodorowsky,
is certainly an author

with several facets

irreverence. What other authors
cinematographic realm?
are many. Cinema is one of my

an innate

t you in the

--ere

-:e favourite places. After the realm
:..1 space, it is one of the places where
:

to concentrate the most. I would love
cinema matinee existed more often: an

l'trfiE-age

ll::
:'s ve experience where sound, image,
:; and aesthetic all come together in a
'-re way. The cinema is something that
.s )iou away, almost like quicksand. With a

-ee. when you get out of the cinema, it is still
;rt out, and the experience is estranging.
,ler Herzog has always been a reference for
,ray he tells stories, but especially because
- s cinema it is very difficult to trace a line that
E:'ates reality from fiction. The experience of
actors and the troupe while filming Aguirre,

Tr.e l\/rath of God is a real experience. I am
: a big fan, almost obsessed, by the figure
i{ aus Kinski in general, but I believe when
ür€.:r ng in Herzog's movies, there is a synergy

without precedent. One of my works is actually
inspired by Kinski. When I was 33 years old,
I decided to analyze the figure of Christ, but in
this case, it was a fatality again, because at the
time I didn't connect the two. lt was a moment
when I was very interested in questioning some
of the elements that were very present in the art
scene at the time - a sod of over-intellectualism
and over-reference. I tried to operate hidden
references coming from what was considered low
ad. I mainly referenced two authors : Kinski with a
specific work, Jesus Christus Erlöser, a theatrical
piece from the'70s where he interpreted the figure
of Christ, and where he was broadly ridiculed by
the German audience. I then sided this reference
to a conference from Gigi Allin, a very extreme
rock musician, which ended in a riot. The interest
for Allin came from "Gigi," the name given to him
by his little brother, who wasn't able to pronounce
his real full name: Jesus Christ. Starting from
these two references
these two experiences
I created a theatrical piece that lasted five minutes.
It ended up in a scuffle where the audience couldn't
understand and it is still unclear, because visual
documentation of the performance doesn't really
exist. Some of my actors were sitting amongst the

-

-

-

audience, acting and telling sentences of scorn
about Kinski or Allin during those two moments
I mentioned, mimicking what was said, and it
ended up in a fight.

MM: I was lucky to catch a glimpse of this
performance at the Turin art fair Artissima
in 2009. The surprise component - the
uneasiness of the audience

-

was so intense.

It reminded me of John Cage's iconic

4'33",
where the silence triggers a feeling of surprise,
as well uneasiness...
NV: I believe art needs to be ambiguous. lt needs
to end with a question mark and never end with
an exclamation point. I believe that art is a total
failure when you try to face it as a mathematical
exercise. The most interesting part is that art
can assume every kind of shape. For me, it is
essential to include a mysterious component.
Without trying to be particularly existential,
I believe I cannot explain anything. I can find
concrete reasons to do something and its exact
opposite. I try to not question too much. lt is like
when, as a child, you imagine the world in white
or black. What can I tell as an artist? I can only tell
of me being here and now.

MM: Let's talk about your work with sound.
For instance: Ninos du Brasil. Tell me about

i'c* 't is

your path with this proiect and
evolving.

NV: Nlnos Du Brasil is an intl : c- :':: -: :-:1: -.
a language. The group \^,'as .c'^ ' . - --='-.
when me and my bandn ar: '. :: : =-. --'
previous group. At the tin e. I ac'=: z - -' . =' .'

for bringing forth the politicaL r-€ssal:

,r: l,:-:

promulgating with a music groLc.:-: :-:s: :- :'
abortion, being vegan, or even hat' -g a'a -: :<e:
price. I felt that because we \"'erc ex3'3ss rg
these themes in the realm of our fars. :i. -a:Lra

friction we were looking for was

r

ss

-9. t

a

:rea:- r-g
to a mass of converted individta s. a^: :l s
certain way, it looked we were sor: cf

was the last thing I wanted to do. lr1-i ,', s. ,.'as
different. I said, "what if we dress uc : ke ico::a
players, faking we are coming from Braz I aro
we just sing, "we are Ninos Du Brasil endiessll'
for an hour until everyone leaves the venue and
only the people who really want io listen :o the
concert remain? Only then would we Temo\,'e ci'
costumes and start the real concert. lt i"'as a
joke for many years until Giorgio Mortari. a cear

friend and a very forward-looking person. \",as
directing the ltalian music festival Dissonanze. He
invited me, addressing the wish to have an dea
"
triggering joy. That idea about "Ninos Du Brasi
came in my mind. Since the very beginning. we

had fun when thinking about it. And after the
surprise - the hilarious side, the ridiculed one,
the bored side felt by the audience - there was
something cathartic where the people were
driven into a sort of boundary-less ritual. Later it
evolved. Ninos Du Brasll doesn't produce music
in any language. Actually, it mimics a language
like children or adolescents when they are
exposed to foreign pop music for the first time,
and try to imitate the lyrics without really knowing

the language. For me, Ninos du Brasll is a pop
group that is somehow a criticism to pop music.

MM: I would like it if you could tell me more
about the first moment you realized your
interest for music. Do you recall a particular
moment when it all started? When you felt
this would be your path?
NV: lt is always very difficult to trace a clear
beginning, but if I had to sum up the whole
would say that boredom was one of the triggers.
came from a small village. On one side there are
mountains blocking the view of what is beyond.
and on the other side there is a thick fog. ln this
environment, you decide to stay trapped inside or
you try to imagine what there is on the other side.
Beside this, I staded to develop interests in what
I

I
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didn't exist in that milieu. My parenis considered
me too young to move to neighboring cities where
somethrng was happening in the cultural scene.

I had the need to

bring what was happening

outside into that little village. Once again, I had
a sod of intuition - but also a need. I couldn,t
go to that conced, but perhaps that concerl could
happen here, in my small reality. This triggered
other elements, Iike how to communicate and how
to finance it. For me this was crucial. lt taught me
this "do-it-yourself" mindset. For me, ar1 was an
evolution from all this. How can I continue to keep
being myself autonomously?

MM: One of your latest performances was
Bisca Vascellari in Rome. lt has been described
as your wish to bring art to people who would

not usually be able to purchase it, with

a

minimum offer of 30 euros. lt reminded me of
the spirit behind the art sold by the meter by the
Situationist Pinot Gallizio. With your decision in
the last years to leave the galleries you were
affiliated with and work autonomously, do you
feel close to this mindset?

NV: I actuaily don't have anything against
the art market or selling art. I am extremely
grateful to all the people who helped me and
gave me the opportunity to be here. That said,
Bisca Vascellari is born from an analysis that
blossomed from a situation I was merged with.
I had two galleries at the time, and left them both
because I felt we were not collaborating in the

right way at that moment. I claimed back my
autonomy, managing my own work, including
the sale. Bisca Vascellari is born from some of
the considerations on this, but also on the fact
that my work lacked something that is extremely

present in my normal everyday life: fun, irony
and joy. My work always ends up dark, often
negative and heavy. Brsca was born in Rome, in
an underground place, and I thought it would be
important to create a moment based on sharing
instead of contemplation, like a conventtonal
exhibition. lt's about activating synergies.

MM: You have recently explored the realm
of fashion, with your experience as guest
artist at the Fendi Menswear show. Tell
me about the creative process behind this

collaboration.

NV: Silvia [Venturini Fendi] called me one day and

told me she wanted me to be the guest artist_
Along with the stylist they were working with,

something had to be created around the theme of
"game." Analyzing the game, she recalled the dice
she saw ai the Brsca- So from there, everything
moved into other aspects of "game," like the
sphere of magic
- of illusion. This connected
to the recent anagram I did, "DREAM-MERDA."
"Fendi" also has an anagram: "Fiend," which
means possessed, demoniac, fanatic. From there,
we created a series of suggestions that work on

the theme in a totally ironic and graphrc way.

Everylhing felt /ike it arrived at the right moment
and naturally. lt's a serious collaboration that
started from a game and developed into another

game with extreme joy. Actually, what

I

loved

the most was the Fendi logo, and in the archives
I also found the anagram "ROMA - AMOR."
Also, the double F is, in a way, like my work
this idea of top and bottom.
www. nicovascellari.com
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